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CHAPTER I 
IN,I'RODIJCTION 
It has been said that the progress of a nation marches on 
the feet of its children. ~1e ever increasing interest in the 
total needs of children -- their emotional, mental , and physical 
welfare -- is evidenced by the amount of thinking and writing 
that has been done on the subject within the past quarter of the 
century. Developments in the field of dynamic psychology have 
promoted a deeper understanding of the so- called normal in the 
child ' s psychological growth processes . This knowledge has been 
related to emotional and behavior disorders in children with the 
resulting recognition that these disturbances in the growth 
process are often an indication of psychological maladjustment 
at some earlier stage of development . 
In the United States every child of school age who has the 
physical and intellectual ability attends school. Thus the 
child enters the second great adjustment that he has to make in 
his progression from infancy to maturity. His first adjustment 
is to his immediate family circle. While this school adjust-
ment is not so decisive in its effects upon development as the 
early family adjustment, it does play a very vital part in 
shaping the child ' s destiny. If all has gone well during the 
preceding stages of growth and development , the child will be 
on his way to becoming a self- directed, self- modified, self-




The classroom is often the scene of the earliest manifes-
tations of mal adjustment to life , and when the child does not 
function according to the potentialities of his endowment, it 
is a danger signal. Some children are favored in their natural 
ability but are inadequate in its utilization. 
"We see that the unconscious psychic apparatus inhib-
its or accelerates to a varying degree in each individual 
conscious learning and its utilization •••• We see some 
individuals utilize a screen-like gesture of the hands 
before the eyes , some an actual handcuffing over the ears , 
and some others a digital plugging of the auditory canals , 
and these gestur~~ accompanied by the whole body in a 
defense crouch. n_!/ 
The question is then asked: Why is it that this school 
experience to one child is a pleasant and satisfying one and yet 
to another it may be filled with dissatisfaction and unhappiness 
as evidenced by his poor learning progress? It is known that 
children present problemB in school for different reasons . 
Failure to learn for the child with adequate intellectual capac-
ity in many instances is related to emotional factors . The 
basis for these factors bas been traced to the emotional rela-
tionship of the child for his parents , particularly in the 
relation of the child to his mother with whom he has spent most 
of his formative years . One important reason for poor school 
work may reflect a resistance to growing up , for as the child 
grows he gives up his infantile pleasures . Thus intellectual 
ss, "Learning Difficulties - Unresolved Anxiety and 
esultant Learning Patterns , " The American Journal of Ortho-
psychiatry (July, 1941) 1 p . 52 • 
3 
growth means giving up many dependent needs . By failing in 
school the child does not give up this dependency. This failure 
to learn in school may be in all areas or it may be in a spe-
1/ 
cific subject . Staver- in a study of school learning proble~ 
relates the interaction between mother and child specifically 
to the child's learning ability: 
"If the child's failure to learn meets unconscious 
needs of his mother, the child's freedom to learn more 
readily through and beyond his psychotherapy will be 
greatly hampered, and his mother will find herself fright-
eningly and inexplicably distressed by his improvement 
unless simultaneous work with the mother enables her to 
release the child from the neurotic need his problem 
serves . " 
1 . The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to ascertain whether the 
learning difficulties of the child with normal or superior 
intellectual capacity are related to the mother's emotional 
problems ; further , whether the problems of the mothers studied 
have a common element; and, finally, whether any general con-
elusions can be drawn for treatment of mothers whose children 
have school learning problems . In this study school learning 
problems are cases where either the child is repeating a grade 
or is having a difficult time keeping up with his class . The 
study is based upon an examination of closed cases at the 
Douglas A. Thom Clinic for Children, Inc . 1 Boston, Massachusetts 
where the referral problem of the child was that of a learning 
!/Nancy Staver, 11 The Child's learning Difficulty as Related to 
The Emotional Problems of the Mother, " American Journal of 
orthopsychiatry (January, 1953) 23:139 . 
4 
dirficulty. An examination of the mother- child relationship in 
these cases may be meaningful in deriving a hypothesis around 
this problem. Such an examination may be further useful in 
planning the casework technique or treatment with mothers whose 
children have such learning problems . 
2 . Questions Asked 
With this purpose in mind the following questions will be 
asked of the data: 
1 . Are there factors which indicate that the mother-
child relationship creates or co~tributes to the 
child ' s learning difficulty? 
2 . Is there a common core of problems Which seem to be 
evident in these eleven mothers studied? 
3 . Are there common elements in the casework treatment 
with these mother s? 
4 . Can any conclusions be drawn from this information as 
to possible generalizations about casework treatment 
of mothers whose children have school learning diffi-
culties? 
3 . Method and Sampling Procedure 
This study is of an exploratory nature and has involved 
the examination of cases referred to the clinic with the spe-
cific problem of school learning. In every case examined the 
child presents this problem in conjunction with other problems . 
Only cases which are listed by the clinic as closed during the 
period october, 1953 througb October, 1955 were used. From the 
5 
list of 290 cases referred during this period (information ob-
tained from the Clinic Day Book of Referrals and Reasons for 
Referrals) 60 of these closed cases were referred because of a 
school learning problam. Of these 60 cases only 25 received 
treatment where mother and child were seen on a weekly basis 
following an application interview with both parents, and a 
diagnostic study of both parents and the child. Of these 25 
cases only 11 were considered in this study since they are the 
only cases where the mother was seen by a social worker and 
which meet the other criteria for this study. The remaining 14 
do not seem appropriate to the study -- 3 are adoptive parents, 
1 mother was under private psychiatric treatment, 3 contain no 
recording of the treatment of the mother, 1 indicates that the 
mother was studied in connection with the treatment of another 
child, and 6 case records show that the mother was treated by 
a psychiatrist on the staff. 
An effort was made to abstract material from the case 
record that was relevant to the questions asked; and in order 
to do this, a schedule, copy of which is included in Appendix A, 
was used. The material from the case records included infor-
mation gathered in the application and diagnostic as well as in 
the casework interviews with the mothers together with consult-
ant and staff recommendations. 
6 
4 . Limitations 
The limitations found in making this study are as follows: 
1 . Basically, the analysis of the material is highly 
subjective from the standpoint of the parents whose 
emotional involvement may color the information given, 
the caseworker who is communicating through the writ-
ten record, the writer who has only the case record 
from which to abstract the data, and who has her own 
limitations in the ability to evaluate . 
2 . The number of cases satisfying the criteria is not 
only small but also selective in tnat records were 
studied at only one child guidance clinic. 
3 . There is a lack of data in some of the case records 
which made it impossible to make certain comparisons 
and deductions from the material as a whole . 
4 . Only one person did the evaluating which limits the 
reliability of the analysis . 
5. The Agency 
The Douglas A. Thom Clinic for Children, Inc., is a psy-
chiatric clinic treating boys and girls from five to twelve 
years of age living in the Greater Boston area Who present 
emotional and behavior disturbances of varying types . It uti-
lizes the integrated services of three professions - - psychia-
try, psychology, and social work . Usually the child is treated 
by a psychiatrist while the mother is being seen by a social 
7 
worker . Referrals are accepted from parents, schools and other 
agencies . 
"Emphasis is placed upon the study of the child-in-
his- family •••• We have found in working with many sick 
families that even a reasonably accurate appraisal of 
the personalities of child, mother and father is not 
enough. We must understand their interactions , the roles 
each one plays in the total family balance and the dy-
namic play of forces that maintains the family equilibrium. 
In comprehending the family interrelationships, we come 
closer to understanding the emotional climate, the ~lieu 
within which the child grows and of Which he is a dynamic 
factor . 
When the problem child becomes of school age , his 
inadequate school performance and poor social relationship 
with other children result in additional pressure put upon 
parents by concerned school authorities and critical 
neighbors . Under the impact of increased anxiety and guilt, 
but more often as a result of insistent pressure by author-
ity figures in the community, such as pediatricians, school 
principals , ~nisters or agency workers, these families 
cross the threshold of the Thom Clinic. 
A cure of the emotional probl ems within the family is 
of course the most desirable goal, but in most instances , 
an unreachable one . We are more than satisfied if we can 
help such a disturbed family to attain a mutual emotional 
adjustment which brings to a halt the destructive , vicious 
circle, and allows_tpe child ' s development to take a 
healthier course . ".!/ 
1/T.he Douglas A. Thom Clinic for Children, Inc., Annual Report, 
~954, pp. 9- 10, 13-14. 
CHAPTER II 
THE LATENCY PERIOD IN 'I'Illi CHILD ' S DEVELOP~NT 
It is appropriate to r eview the growth and devel opment of 
the child who is of school age if one is to attempt to under-
s tand what particular problems he may be having at this t~e 
of his life. The age from five to puberty has been termed, in 
psychoanalytic theory, the latency period because this is the 
age when sexual development, both organic and functional, is 
or seems to be dormant . This stage has as its achievement what 
Erikson calls the sense of industry. The "sense of accomplish-
ment" might be a better term, because it is the time when the 
child wants to settle down to learning how to do things. .v 
But in order to understand this period of the child's 
development it is also advisable to summarize what has happened 
in the other stages of development . 
11 In each stage of child development . • • there is a 
central problem that has to be solved, temporarily at 
least , if the child is to proceed ~ith vigor and confi-
dence to the next stage . These problems , these conflicts 
of feeling and desire , are never solved in entirety. Each 
shift in experience and environment presents them in a new 
form. It is held, however, that each type of conflict 
appears in its purest , most unequivocal form at a partic-
ular stage of child development , and that if the problem 
is well solved at that ti~~ the basis for progress to the 
next stage is well laid."-' 
1/Fact Finding Report - A Digest; Midcentury White House Con-
?erence on Children and Youth, A Healthy Personality for Every 
Child, Health Publications InstitUte , !nc., 1951, P• 1•7 • 
2/Ibid., p . 6 . 
--
-a-
The psychoanalytic literature refers to early infantile 
dependency as the oral level of psychosexual development . 
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Erik Erikson speaks of this component of the healthy personality 
as the nsense of trust, •..!/ a concept intended to convey the 
characteri stic flavor of all the child ' s satisfying experiences 
at this early age . The need to be dependent is very strong in 
the first year of life but this need lessens gradually as the 
child becomes physically capable of meeting his own needs and 
of handling external situations to a greater extent through his 
own abilities . This period of dependency plays an important 
part in the development of the child' s personality pattern. If 
the infant ' s needs are not gratified., in place of emotional 
growth ther e is a continual s earch for the satisfactions whiCh 
he never received. Psychologists say that mothers create a 
sense of trust in their children by the sensitiveness with which 
they respond to the needs of their chil dren and by their over-
all activity rather than by the techniques which they may 
employ. 
The child enters the second stage of development -- the 
anal phase or the beginning of the second component of a healthy y 
personality., the "sense of autonomytt according to Erikson --
when the principle whereby immediate pleasure can be postponed 
for some future gratification begins to take control of behav-
ior . When the child is about one to one and one half, society 
1/Ibia • ., P • a. 
- -
_g/~., P• 11. 
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places demands on him which begin to impinge upon his freedom. 
Prior to this period, the child was unaware of any forces or 
wishes other than those of his own. 
11What is at stake throughout the struggle of these 
years is the child's sense of autonomy, the sense that he 
is an independent human being and yet one who is able to 
use the help and guidance of others in important matters.!1/ 
This is the time in the child's life for toilet training 
which is a crucial learning situation. The process of retaining 
is now added to the process of receiving and this holding and 
taking becomes an essential part of the child's personality. 
2/ 
Erikson- speaks of the favorable outcome of this struggle as 
that of self-control without the loss of self-esteem. For a 
child to develop this sense of self-reliance and adequacy, it 
is necessary that he experience over and over again the feeling 
that he is an individual who is permitted to make choices. 
In these two stages of development, if the child has had 
a normal home situation the mother has been the central figure 
in his life. She has been the one to whom he has looked for 
the comforts and satisfactions that are so essential to him. 
It has been her measure of love and affection that will be his 
rule by which to judge others. 
The third phase of development is referred to in the 
psychoanalytic literature as the oedipal phase and the com-






"sense of initiative.".!/ In the previous stages of development, 
the child first loved only himself and then he loved both 
parents or persons who were the source of his security and 
pleasure. During this stage, however, his love turns with 
greater intensity to the parent of the opposite sex. Now 
because of this the child is confronted with a dangerous and 
frustrating situation. Ultimately if the child is to advance 
toward healthy emotional maturation, the little boy identifies 
with his father and incorporates his father's goals and stand-
ards into his pattern of behavior. Likewise the little girl 
identifies with her mother and finds gratification and security 
in a feminine role. 
"If during this preschool period the child can get 
some sense of the various roles and functions that he can 
perform as an adult, he will be ready to progress joyfully 
to the next stage in which he will find pleasurable accom-
plisbme~t in activities less fraught with phantasy and 
fear. n_g; 
The ego as an organ of adaptation can best S§feguard its 
runctioning by repressing the sexual tendencies. Thus freed 
from the tensions and disturbance which are caused by these 
immature sexual impulses, the child is prepared for the devel-
opmental phase referred to at the beginning of this chapter --
the latency period. 
This period is generally considered as the age of character 
formation. In the normal process of growth and development the 
1/Ibid. 1 P• 14. 
--
12 
child at this stage is a rairly socialized being as he turns 
from intense family ties to the school and society of his own 
age for much of his emotional outlet . This interval of rest 
when the child has learned to control his primitive impulses 
and has found relief from the tensions of the interpersonal 
family relationships is primarily devoted to the development 
of the intellect and the ego . At this period the child is 
normally fairly happy and contented as he turns his interests 
with tremendous energy toward learning about the environment. 
This is the time when the child enters school and is 
considered to be the beginning of his formal education although 
earlier socializing and educational processes have been going 
on since infancy. By this time he realizes that he is just one 
among many and that he cannot expect special privileges. He is 
prepared to do what is required of him in this his new setting, 
the school . Home, however, and each member of his family is 
still important to him and he needs to feel the security and 
protection of a healthy home life . 
Psychologically the healthy child is now less self- centered, 
less exclusively engrossed with his inner conflicts and the 
forces of his instinctual drives . He is ready to divert his 
emotional investment from himself to the world about him. He 
is interested and curious and anxious to learn what is going 
on. 
13 
"Education utilizes th~~ period to begin the formal 
training of his intellect . n!t 
Lack of freedom from earlier conflicts can lead to blocking 
in the learning process . For example 1 one of the difficulties 
in the school learning area is emotional blocking and this 
often is related to early repression of sexual curiosity. If 
the child has asked questions about sex and has been censored 
for his curiosity1 he may have had to deny interest in learning 
in that particular area . Sexual curiosity expands to related 
aspects of life which develop into a desire to learn about other 
things . If this sexual curiosity is repressed before the child 
expands this interest1 the desire to learn other things is also 
2/ 
repressed. Learning in any area thus becomes forbidden .-
Learning is also an a ggressive act . The child eager to 
learn does so with an enthusiasm and zest that can be associated 
only with an aggressive striving toward gaining a goal . 
"Children who have come to fear their aggressions in 
the prelatency period will~ear the aggressiveness inherent 
in the learning process . "~ 
At the same time the child is absorbing knowledge 1 he is 
also learning to adjust to other children1 to his teachers 1 and 
to required routines. He has taken a major step away from his 
1/Anna Freud, Psychoanal~is for Teachers and Parents 1 Emerson 
Books , Inc . 1 New York, 1 35 , p. so. 
2/Irene M. Josselyn, Pstchosocial Development of Children1 
Family Service Associat on of Amer!ca 1 1948, ix 126. 
3/Ibid., p . 87. 
--
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primary group, his family, and has become a member of a larger 
group . He forms new relationships with his fellows and also 
with a new parent-figure, the teacher, who continues the social-
izing process begun within the family circle. His attitudes 
and feelings toward adults and other children become more sta-
bilized as he finds gratification in being a part of the group . 
Healthy relationships with one's peers require a capacity to 
accept a loss of identity as an individual and to find grati-
fication in a new identity as part of a group. If the child 
is unsure of himself as a person in his own right, this expe-
rience will be too great a threat to his own identity. 
The nature of the child's relationship to his parents is 
often revealed for the first time during this period. If a 
child has learned through the intimate day-by-day contact with 
his parents that adults are accepting, friendly persons, even 
though at times they do impose restrictions, he will turn to 
new contacts with other adults with confidence engendered by 
these early experiences. 
ttThe roots of the insecurity that results in inade-
quate social adjustment lie in the prelatency experiences 
of the child. The child who is insecure in his primary 
relationships with the parents does ~9t with facility 
become secure in a group situation. 11b 
The child's ego is strengthened during this period by his 
intellectual growth, his new experiences, and his new achieve-
ments. It becomes more differentiated as he makes gains in his 
1/Ibid., P• 85. 
--
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own self-esteem and pursues his desire to grow up. 
He has, at an earlier stage of development, begun to in-
corporate parental demands and dictates; by this period these 
parental orders and prohibitions have become an essential part 
of his being and are now a part of his own ethical code. The 
superego is enriched, however, during the latency years through 
his relationship with others, especially his teachers . 
11 0f all mammals, the human infant is the most helpless 
and requires the longest period of care and protection. A 
newborn baby would shortly die if it were not cared for, 
and the normal arrangement of civilized society is that 
this care shall be given by the parents who are responsible 
for bringing it into the world. The necessity for this 
care continues over severil years, not only in infancy but 
also through childhood. u! 
1. The Child and His Family 
His Family Unit 
It has been said that the family is the place where feel-
ings begin. It is the product of the interrelationships of 
several people with varied needs and varied potentialities. 
During the period of growth and development, security for the 
child centers around his home and family, and the relationships 
with his parents and siblings sow the seeds for his future ties 
with other people . Thus parents have attitudes and behavior 
ingrained in them from their early childhood experiences --
"the child is father of the man.u 
1/Percival M. Symonds, The Dynamics of Parent-Child Relation-
ships, New York Bureau of ¥UO~~cat~ons, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1949 1 P• 1. 
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The family structure provides an emotional atmosphere for 
the child; and so psychological metabol ism is incomplete with-
out healthy emotional elements in the family atmosphere. The 
family unit is the first world the infant knows and he judges 
the larger world outside by this first inner family world. 
Early par ental and sibling relationships affect both the moti-
vation and quality of intellectual achievement . The child's 
relationship to his mother, his father , and to his siblings 
will affect his reactions and interpersonal relationships in 
1/ 
this outer world which he will encounter.-
2 . His Mother 
"Motherhood through the libidinally charged processes 
of pregnancy and motherliness sets in motion a reorgani-
zation in the mother ' s personality. To be a good mother 
and love the child -- to be able to respond to the child's 
needs in the most constructive manner - - is the ego ideal 
of every normal mother; if she fails she feels punished 
by the child as much as o~/ven more than she ever felt 
punished by her parents . 11-
11 Not only is the mother the parent who is culturally 
most concerned in the bringing up of children, but psy-
chologically there are traces of the ori§~nal biological 
unity in the mother- child relationship . "_/ 
The nursery years are the years of physical maturing and 
of learning to make social responses , in which the mother is 
the central figure; mothering at this stage is the essential 
Irene • osselyn, "The Family as a Psychological Unit , n 
ocial Casework, October, 1953, pp. 336- 343 . 
2/Franz Alexander, M. D., and Helen Ross , ~amic Ps~chiatr~, 
~niversity of Chicago Press , Chicago, Ill~is, 19~, P• I 4 . 
3/Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guidance, University 
~ress , New York, 1927; p . 283. 
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element of the child's gratification. Th th e mo er creates con-
fidence in her child which acts as an emotional shelter. The 
mature mother is war.m, tender, affectionate and attuned to the 
basic needs of her child. She is able to help him turn to other 
members of the family for security and satisfaction and thus 
prepares him for the world outside his home. 
"It is well known both in child analysis and in child 
guidance that an understanding of the mother 's problem is 
of great importance for treatment to the child •••• Some 
mothers keep the psychological mother-child unity an 
unduly long time. Unconsciously they do not accept the 
fact that the child is no more a part of their own bodies, 
and utilize this strong attachment to solve their own 
problems which they project onto the child. When the child 
is caught in this close relationship he does not want to 
and in some situations cannot give it up. He reacts to 
his mother's behavior and his reactions are closely re-
lated to and produced by her problems. Thus the child's 
symptoms may be products of the mother-child relationship. 
However, in the family circle the~ manifest themselves 
only in the child's difficulty • 11.!t 
Mother-child relationships vary -- sometimes the mother 
treats all of the children in the family and sometimes only one 
in a special way. The child seems to understand his mother's 
problems and responds to them. 
"Between the child and mother there exists from the 
beginning a close phylogenie bond whiCh is unique and much 
more exclusive than communication by words or thought; it 
is an interre~ationship through the medium of affective 
expression.u,gf 
The mother may burden the child with the hope that he will 
1/Juditli Silberpfennig, "Mother Types Encountered in Child 
Guidance Clinics," The American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 
(July, 1941) 1 11:475. 
2/Margaret Mahler-Schoenberger, "Pseudoi.mbecility , A Magic 
cap of In visibility 1 11 '.rhe Psychoanalytic Quarterly ( 1942) 1 
ll:p. 150. 
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satisfy her own aspirations or she may reject him because she 
feels that the child is too much like herself to be able to do 
more than she has been able to do . She may relive with her 
child those emotional experiences which determined her own devel-
opment and in this way participate in her child's future . 
"Life under the regime of ma. ternal indifference 
develops a psychic pattern of quite a different mold than 
under a regime of maternal overprotection. Psychiatrists 
regard the difference as great as though the ch~ldren 
concerned lived in entirely different worlds . ".!/ 
The child of the overprotective mother has a difficult 
time in social adjustment . The growth of aggressive components 
of the personality is accelerated by this maternal indulgence 
but this aggression is basically an aggression of dependency; 
its primary aim is to maintain the ori ginal position with hie 
mother . 
Sometimes the mother- child relationship becomes a problem, 
not because the rel ationship is too intense but because the 
mother is annoyed by her child and completely denies an oppor-
tunity for a relationship of any kind. In still other instances 
the mother shifts to her child her hostile impulses toward some 
adult member of the family . 
The mother ' s deprivations may affect her relationship with 
her chil d -- she may be able to give only as she has been 
previously given to and the immature child- part of her 
!/David M. Levy, M. D., Maternal Overprotection, Columbia 
University Press , New York, 1947, P• 4. 
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personality may leave its scar on the personality of her child. 
She may have been the emotionally deprived Child of yesterday. 
3 . His Father 
"But every child flourishes best when he receives 
the love of two parents - a mother who is cherishing# 
supporting and gentle, a father who represents the more 
vigorous, forceful and powerful side of life . ulf 
The father must be a participant in the child's develop-
ment if he is to feel secure and well adjusted. Not only does 
the father ' s strength and power pass through the mother to the 
child by giving his mother material comforts, love and satis-
faction, but the father also teaches , molds, and influences 
his child . Boys and girls develop their earliest and most 
decisive ideas about masculinity from their fathers . The father 
should help the mother with their child's problems . He may 
help with everyday chores of dressing and undressing, with 
selecting the child's toys , and with teaching adeptness with 
objects around the home and yard. 
The solving of the Oedipus complex is an important and 
profound psychological experience which requires wisdom, tact, 
and understanding on the part of the father as well as the 
mother in order to solve it satisfactorily. 
"Father can be of great help with the grade school 
child during the time when the child, whether boy or girl, 
feels unsure of himself, and when he must , to a large ex-
tent, be under the direction of women. A child can easily 
!/Percival M. Symonds , op . cit .,p. 117. 
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develop resentment at the imposed learning process when he 
is surrounded by women almost to the exclusion of men. 
What with Mother at home and the female teacher at school 
- both eager for him to learn and progress - it is easy 
to see how be can feel smothered by women. nl/ 
Dynamic Psychology has indicated that to grow up to be an 
effective respons ible person1 the child needs the love and 
protection of both parents . The child receives his first sense 
of obligation1 his concept of responsibil ity, and his first 
examples of altruism from his parents . 
Thus mature parent s in an atmosphere of love and common 
sense free the child to grow up . Parental behavior is rooted 
in the personality development of each of the parents; it is 
modified by the parents • relationship to each other and it 
unfolds toward the child in innumerabl e manifestations of love , 
care , tenderness , as well as of impatience , anger , and puni-
tiveness . 
1/0 . Spurgeon English, "The Psychological Role of the Father 
Tn the Famil y , " Social Casework, {October, 1954), p . 327 . 
CHAPTER III 
CASFNORK TREATMEN·r WITH MOT~RS IN A CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC 
In discussing this aspect of the study# it see~ advisable 
to define # as the writer is using it , the term casework treat-
ment . The following definition of casework is used: "Social 
casework is an art in which knowledge of the science of human 
relations and skil l in relationship are used to mobilize capac-
ities in the individual and resources in the community appro-
priate for better adjustment between the client and all or any 
part of his to tal environment . ,F/ 
This definition assumes that the individual and society 
are interdependent# and through the casework process , the core 
of which is the conscious and controlled use of the worker-
client relationship , the client is enabled to mobilize his 
feelings toward change , growth~ and adaptation to reality. 
Relationship bas been defined as the interaction of feelings 
and attitudes flowing from the client to the worker and back to 
the client . It is something that is warm, real , and purposeful 
that is formed on the basis of giving, growing, and accepting 
throughout the period of involvement . The client is stimulated 
to participate in the study of his situation, to share in the 
1/Swithun Bowers # "The Nature and Definition of Social Case 
Work, Part III, " Journal of Social Case Work (December 1949) ~ 
30: 412- 17. 
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planning and to put forth an active effort to solve his dif-
ficulty by using his own resources and any resource available 
in his community. 
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This casework process begins when the client, because he 
feels the need of something wh~ch he thinks he cannot obtain 
without some help, comes to an agency. By definition the ter.m 
casework implies that a professional judgment or diagnosis is 
made and that a remedy or treatment is instigated. 
It is essential in the casework process to utilize every 
means of understanding the client as yerson. The estimate by 
the worker as to "What is the matter'
1 
is scrutinized continu-
uously. This attempt by the caseworker to understand the nature 
of the client's problem and its causes is known as diagnosis. 
It is the worker's professional opinion of the cause of the 
situation. The diagnosis will clarify the kind of a person the 
client is in her relationship to the worker and the way in which 
the worker should respond to the client which should bring to a 
focus the client's difficulty. A clear diagnostic understanding 
of the client's character structure and its defenses guides the 
worker in the treatment of the client. 
The casework process is not complete with the diagnosis 
but it must include treatment. "Treatment is the sum of all 
activities and services directed towards helping an individual 
1/Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Case Work~ 
columbia University Press, ~ew York, 194o, P• g14. 
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with his problem. '..!/ It should be noted that effective treat-
ment is based upon adequate diagnosis and that the casework 
process which consists . of diagnosis and treatment is a contin-
uous and interrelated one . 
Casework treatment may be divided into various classifi-
cations . Since all casework is psychosocial -- taking into 
account the environment both material and human, and the person-
ality of the client seeking help -- the approach to his problem 
must take i nto consideration both the internal and external 
forces . This treatment must be within the proper competence 
of the caseworker. The caseworker's concern must be for the 
well- being of the client who seeks help . Within this framework, 
2/ 
Hollis- describes four methods of treatment . However, for the 
purpose of this study only two of her classifications will be 
reviewed. 
These two methods# psychol ogical support and clarification, 
usually go together and might be considered the central core of 
casework treatment . Psychological support is designed to 
promote the client's ability to handl e his situation adequately. 
The worker does this by encouraging the client to talk freely 
and express his feelings about his situation. The worker does 
1/Ibi d.# p . 25 . 
2/ Florence Hollis , "The Techniques of casework, " Journal of 
Soci al Case Work (June , 1949) # pp . 235- 244. 
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this through her communication of acceptance, interest
1 
and 
desire to be of help as well as her confidence that a way can 
be found with the client ' s help to improve the situation. Psy-
chological support necessitates a warm6 good-parent type of 
relationship between the client and worker . While the discus-
sion material comes from the conscious level of the client's 
mind, the worker may be aware of the unconscious implications . 
The emphasis is on reinforcing the ego strengths of the client 
through guidance and reassurance. Psychological support is 
useful in decreasing tension and guilt and in helping the 
client build his strengthB and satisfactions . It does not 
remove the causes of emotional maladjustment . This method of 
treatment must rest upon accurate diagnosis and must be con-
trolled in the light of understanding the client's personality. 
Clarification, to some degree , usually accompanies psycho-
logical support. Its main feature is understanding . This 
entails understanding by the client of himself and his total 
environment . Clarification is directed toward increasing the 
person's ability to see external realities more clearly and to 
understand his own feelings, attitudes, and reactions . This 
understanding may range from an intellectual process of think-
ing through the situation to a deeper perception of attitudes 
and feelings which have a deeper emotional content. The 
relationship required in this method varies but in its simplest 
form is friendly, realistic, and not of great depth. Clari-
fication may be a matter of helping the client sort out the 
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issues in a decision or to understand the motives of other 
people in a given situation. This is accomplished in several 
ways . The client must be encouraged to talk freely about his 
problem. If it is appropriate 1 the worker makes direct inter-
pretations relative to the significance of the client ' s actions 
or of those with whom he is associated. The effort is to help 
the client think more clearly1 react more realistically1 and 
plan more wisely. If clarification can be the predominant 
method of treatment 1 the client is relatively healthy in his 
personality adjustment or the situation is not too affected by 
personality distortions . Again it is important that the worker 
assess the psychological adjustment in the diagnostic process 
1/ 
if this method is effective.-
In a child guidance clinic the worker who sees the mother 
focuses the treatment upon the mother- child relationship . The 
mother comes to the clinic for help for her child and often 
finds it difficult to accept the fact that she must have some 
part in helping to bring about a change in her child. The 
worker attempts to change the relationship between the mother 
and child in order to bring about a healthier emotional climate 
within the home. As the mother presents herself and her prob-
lem she begins to give of her self to the worker . 
"The question then is not whether the mother should 
be treated1 but to what degree and on what level must she involve herself and come to understand her self- involve-
l/Ibid. 1 PP• 235-244 . 
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ment . Age ~ health~ intelligence ~ rigidity or elasticity 
of character structure , capacity to use insight , all must 
be considered in the parent as in the child . Because the 
problems themselves stem from distortions in the parent's 
own life experiences and outlook, now displaced upon the 
child, the total emotional climate becomes the milieu of 
therapy. One must consider both the overt interaction of 
parent and child, and the deeper layers of emotional dis-
turbance which play into this interaction. • • • The 
essence of the therapeutic aim is to approach the parents , 
not as obstacles to the child's progress which must be 
smoothed away, but to enlist them in the search to remove 
obstacles in the child ' s path. The pain of self- revela-
tion can be borne £n1Y slowly and as one becomes secure in 
the relationship . 11_ / 
The goal in treatment is to help the mother accept herself 
because her relationship to others and her attitude toward her-
self cannot be delineated. When she brings her Child to the 
child guidance clinic she bas defined the area in which she 
feels that she has failed. It is the responsibility of the 
worker to help the mother relate what she has learned in treat-
ment to the conscious proble~ in the mother-child relationship 
and thus to achieve a more satisfactory adjustment with her 
child, working with her on any phases of her own personal ad-
justment or changes in her environment as they affect and are 
necessary for changes in her ability to relate to and understand 
her child. This process may lead to a change in some or in 
many areas for the mother , but this result has come through the 
original focus -- change in the relationship between mother and 
child. 
! / Gordon Hamilton, Psychotheral' in Child Guidance, Columbia 
University Press , New York, 19 1 PP • 283- 284. 
For treatment then~ the problem is how to reach these 
mothers in a way that will convey to them an understanding of 
their own problema. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERI~TICS OF PARENT~ AND CHILDREN 
1 . Both Parents 
In order to assess the data , it is necessary to review the 
characteristics which are both similar and different in these 
11 families . The general over- all picture one gets in scru-
tinizing the data see~ to be that these families are either 
in the middle or the lower (and sometimes marginal) income class 
American family . 
The socio-economic status was determined on the basis of 
the occupation at the time of application of the fathers and in 
one case of the widow. Table 1 indicates the educational and 
occupational status of the breadwinners of these families , the 
fathers in 10 of the cases . 
Table 1 . Education and Occupation of the Breadwinners of 11 
Families with Children with School Learning Problems 
Occupation 
Education 













(concluded on next page) 
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Table 1 (continued) 
Occupation 
Education 
Teacher White- Collar Skilled Semiskilled Nonskilled {I) ( ~ ~ ( 3' ( ~' nn (~ 
No data ••• • 1 1 1 1 
Total 2 2 3 2 2 
~/Refers to widow. 
The number in the family ranged from one family with eight 
to one family with three . A breakdown of this information in 
Table 2 shows that the majority of cases 1 five # had only four 
in the family which means that there were only two children in 
these cases . In eight cases the number in the family was 
either four or five . 
Table 2 . Number in the Family of 
the 11 Children with School 
Learning Problems 











3 (includes a child born 
during treatment) 
5 (one mother pregnant) 
_!_(one mother pregnant) 
11 
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Ages at the time of application which ranged from 27 to 50 
years were recorded f or 10 of the mothers . No ages wer e 
recorde d for 3 fathers but the known ages of 8 of the fathers 
ranged f rom 31 to 50. Table 3 shows that the majority of 
mothe rs were between the ages of 31 and 40, while the ages of 
the fathers clustered rather evenly between the age range 
of 31- 45 . In two cases the parents were the same age , i . e ., 35 
and 50 . In the other cases where the ages were recorded the 
fathers were from 1- 6 years ol der than the mothers . It is 
interesting to note that the 50- year- old parents have a child 
6 . 5 year s included in the study. 
Table 3 . Ages of the Mothers and Fathers 
of 11 Children with School Learn-
ing Problems 
Ages Mothers Fathers 
(l) (2) ( 3) 
25- 30 1 
31- 35 4 2 
36- 40 4 2 
41-45 3 
46- 50 1 1 
No data 1 3 
Total ll 11 
The religious faiths of these parents were predominately 
Catholic and Jewish (see Table 4) . The parents were of the 
same faith except in two families; in one the mother was 
protestant (Episcopalian) and the father was Catholic, and 
in the other the mother was Catholic and the father had no 
religious affiliation. 
Table 4 . Religious Faiths of the Mothers and 
Fathers of 11 Children with School 
Learning Problems 
Relis;ious Faith Mothers Fathers 
~I J O~J ~~ J 
Catholic ••••••• 4 3 
Jewish ••••••••• 4 4 
Protestant ••••• 2 1 
None ••••••••••• 1 
No data •••••••• 1 2 
Total 11 11 
If one compares the occupation and the religion that is 
known of the fathers it is found that one of the teachers is 
Catholic and the other Jewish and that one of the fathers who 
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is a white- collar worker is Catholic and the other Jewish, the 
one protestant is in a skilled occupation and the father with no 
relig ious affiliation is nonskilled. 
Table 5. Education Status of the Mothers and 
Fathers of 11 Children with School 
Learning Problems 
Educational Status Mothers Fathers (I J ~~n {3J 
Grammar School •••• 1 
High School ••••••• 6 3 
College or Business 
School •••••••••••• 1 1 
Graduate degree ••• 1 
No data ••••••••••• 4 5 
Total 11 11 
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With respect to the parental rel ationship to each other. it 
will be noted (see Table 6) that there seemed to be no predom-
inant pattern. In the majority of cases the relationship was 
considered to be democratic 1 i . e •• mutual sharing by both mother 
and father in family affairs . 
Table 6 . Parental Relationship of the 11 
Children with School Learning 
Problems 
Parental Relationship (1) 
Both democratic •••••• 
Father dominant -
Mother passive ••••••• 
Mother dominant -
Father passive ••••••• 
Both dominating •••••• 
Both passive ••••••••• 
Total 







There was not sufficient information on the fathers to draw 
any conclusions regarding the importance of the ordinal position 
of the parents with respect to marriage . The ordinal position 
of the mother and child under treatment does seem significant 
(see Table 7) . It will be noted that the majority of the 
motners are the oldest and the majority of the children are 
middle (neither oldest nor youngest) . In each family where the 
child could possibly be in the middle position, he was always 
the middle child. 
Table 7. Ordinal Position o£ Mothers and Their 11 Children 
with School Learning Problems 
Mothers Children 
Youn,est Middle Oldest Onl~ No Data Total (1) (2 ( 3) (4) (5 ( 6) (7) 
Youngest 1 1 
-
2 
Middle 1 1 
- -
2 
Oldest 2 1 1 4 
Only 1 1 
No data 1 1 2 




The source of referral of the child to the child guidance 
clinic may indicate to some extent the parents' motivation in 
being of help to the child and his difficulty. In no instance 
did the father make the request to the clinic . In four cases 
the record indicates that the mother made the direct referral 
and in one other case the mother made the referral upon the 
recommendation of the teacher, while in another, the mother 
and the social worker at a hospital contacted the clinic. In 
the other cases the first requests came from the welfare depart-
ment , the school counseling service , a family a gency, and one 
from a social worker at a hospital . The mothers, however, con-
tacted the clinic after the agency clearances had been made . 
One would need more specific information as to the manner of 
these referrals before any conclusions as t o the extent of 
parental motivation could be determined. 
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2 . The Children 
The statistical information at the time of application of 
these 11 children under treatment is compiled in Table a. It 
will be noted that in the two cases where the child is the 
youngest, the siblings are considerably older. As to sex~ the 
boys are in the majority. 
The presenting school problem which was the primary reason 
for the referral might be classified as general inability to 
do school work and school failure which indicates that a grade 
has been repeated. Tables 9 ~ 10, and 11 give detailed infor-
mation about the children and their school problems according 
to ages~ sex, grades in school, and ordinal position. It is 
evident that the major school learning problem with these 
children is a general one which spreads over the whole age 
group for both sexes and for all grades except kindergarten. 
The ordinal position seems to have no effect . It may be sig-
nificant to note that in the cases of the three failures ~ two 
are the youngest and one an only child. 
The other problems mentioned ranged from one case with 
only one other problem~ that of lying~ to two cases with four 
other problems . The other problems most frequently given were 
those of shyness ~ enuresis , and disobedience . It will be 
recalled that in no instance did the child have only a school 
learning problem. (Detailed information on the other problems 
is filed in Appendix B.) 
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Table 8 . Eleven Children with School Learning Problems in a 
Child Guidance Clinic according to Case, Age, Sex, 
Grade and Ordinal Posit ion 
Case Number A~e Sex Grade Ordinal Position (!' { ) (3) (~ J (oJ 
1 6 . 5 F 1 oldest - brother 2 
2 9 . 5 M 3 middle - brother ll, sister 
3 
3 10 F 3 middle - sisters 12 and 6 
4 10 F 4 oldest - brother 6, mother 
pregnant 
5 7 . 5 M 2 oldest - brother; sister 
born during treat-
ment 
6 6.5 M Kinder- youngest - sister 18 
garten 
7 9 M 3 middle - sister 12, broth-
er 6 
8 9 M 4 middle - sisters 111 8 , and 
5 weeksi brothers 
6 and l 2 
9 6 . 5 M 1 only- mother 7 months preg-
nant 
10 7 F 1 middle - sister 13, broth-
ers 12 and 2 
11 10 M 3 youngest - brother 16 
Table 9 . Eleven Children with School Learning Problems in a 




Genera! Fa!!ure Genera! Failure 
(I) ~~) ~ 3) (~l ~s ~ 
6 . 5 1 1 1 
7 
7 . 5 1 
8 1 
8 . 5 (concluded on next page) 
Table 9 (continued) 
Age Sex 
Bozs Girls 
Genera! Fa!Iure General Fai!ure 
ri' nn {3 J r4' rbJ 
9 2 1 
9 .5 
10 1 1 
10.5 
11 1 
Total 5 2 3 1 
Table 10. El even Children with School Learning Problems 
according to Types of Learning Problem and Grade 
in School. 
Grade in School 
Types of Learning Problem 
Kinder~arten 1st 2nd 3rd 4th (I J ( J (3 J (4) {5} ( 6' 
Failure•••••••••••••••••• 1 1 1 
General•••••••••••••••••• 3 1 3 1 
Total 1 3 1 4 2 
Table 11. Eleven Children with School Learning Problems 
according to Ordinal Position and Type of Learning 
Problem 
Ordinal Position me of Learning Problem 
Fa~lure Genera! 
rt > (2) (3 J 
Oldest 3 
Middle 2 3 
Youngest 1 1 
Only 1 
Total 3 8 
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Psychological testing was done on nine of these eleven 
children. The psychological battery included an intelligence 
test 1 usually the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children~ and 
projective tests 1 usually the Rorschach or the Thematic Apper-
ception Test . The children on whom the psychologicals were 
given ranged from one child who was capable of functioning on 
a superior to a very superior level 1 to two children whose tests 
revealed intellectual dullness . These two children1 however~ 
were reported to be functioning at a lower level than their 
ability because of their emotional conflict . Both of these 
children are girls . One of the children not tested was said 
to have superior intelligence and the other was said to have 
normal intelligence but was pre- psychotic. This pre- psychotic 
child is a boy. Since all of the children were reported to be 
functioning at a lower level than their intellectual capacity~ 
it seems evident that emotional factors were involved in their 
difficulty to learn. 
The physical health of these children was as follows --
seven were in good health1 one complained of stomach pains and 
was considered by the mother to be "nervous 1 11 another complained 
of headache and stomach-aches ~ and another of abdominal pains . 
There was no mention of the health of one child. 
3 . The Siblings 
One will notice from Table 8 that the siblings of the 
children studied ranged from five in one family1 three in one ~ 
two in three families ~ one in five (mothers were pregnant in 
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two of these and a sister was born during treatment) , to none 
in one family but mother was seven mont hs ' pregnant . It is 
interesting to note that the sex of the siblings was evenly 
divided, there being 10 brothers and 10 sisters ( this includes 
the sister born during t reatment) . The ages of the siblings 
ranged from 18 to one a few weeks old . 
4 . The Mothers 
In reviewing the clinical picture of these 11 mothers , an 
attempt was made to see them as people -- first as children in 
their own home in relationship to their own parents and siblings 
and then through the years when they became mothers . 
Case Number 1 -- Mother is infantile, dependent . She was 
treated like a fairy princess by her brothers . 
\~n she was 15 or 16 she was with her mother 
a great deal and she resented not having free-
dom and being treated like a little girl . Her 
father drank. This mother is having trouble 
with her unresolved oedipal complex. 
case Number 2 -- Mother says , "My children are much better than 
I was as a child because I expect more from my 
children than my mother expected from me . " Her 
mother had no faith in girls and the brothers 
were the favorites . Mother was a door mat for 
her older sister . Then the first two years of 
marriage were stormy and mother felt completely 
Case Number 2 
(continued) 
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cheated and thought of a divorce . Her husband 
squelches her continuously and she is hostile 
toward him. Mother thinks now that husband 
has "come up to her level now and that she has 
been able to go down nearer his . " 
Case Number 3 -- This mother was dependent upon her mother and 
is now unable to cope with the loss of both 
her mother and husband. She has had two chil-
dren born out of wedlock since the death of her 
husband -- both of these children have been 
placed for adoption. 
Case Number 4 - - Many things happened in this mother ' s early 
life; her mother died when she was 1 . 5 and an 
aunt , whom father married when mother was 7~ 
reared her . Her father went blind. She has 
never worked through her relationship with her 
f'ather . Mother had an unhappy childhood --
she had the feeling that she was not wanted. 
Mother and husband have had marital difficulty 
and presently her parents are living with 
mother and her family . Mother recognizes that 
her obesity is due to her unhappiness . She 
seemed surprised that any one should be inter-
ested in her . 
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Case Number 5 - - Mother is an infantile clinging person who 
sees herself threatened from all sides . Her 
parents were separated when she was three and 
she lived with paternal grandparents . She had 
the feeling of "belonging to every one and not 
to any one . u 
Case Number 6 -- Mother 1 s father died when she w~s two and her 
mother had to work out of the home but was able 
to be with family at night . She was under the 
care of a maternal aunt who really seemed to 
be the mother person to her. Mother married 
to please her own mother . There was no family 
relationship with her own family at the time J 
of treatment . Her husband handles all of the 
money, does all of the shopping -- mother is 
allowed $1 . 00 per week for herself , but she 
bas to ask for it . 
case Number 7 -- Mother has typical problem with infantile ~ 
hostile dependency. Mother's mother died when 
mother was born and mother. was placed with 
relatives for adoption at five and given a new 
name at six. She lived with her father and 
siblings prior to going with relatives . Her 
own family bas always been a tabooed subject 
and her strong feelings for her own family and 
Case Number 7 
(continued) 
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her need to feel close to them is quite apparent . 
This disturbed childhood has made her grow up 
concerned about herself. She is acting like a 
little girl and trying to please all of the 
time instead of acting like a grown woman. She 
stated that she preferred talking with women 
because "women know how women feel . 11 
Case Number 8 -- Mother feels that she had a very deprived 
childhood. Her mother was a practical nurse 
and father died when mother was in her teens . 
Her mother made a confidante out of her and 
mother felt that she was t oo young to take this 
burden and thought it unfair . Mother discov-
ered her bad eye condition when she started to 
school and from then on she had a fear of 
losing her eyesight -- and she would wander in 
the attic to see what living in darkness would 
be like . Her eye was removed when she was 19 . 
Her father was out of the home a great deal 
and mother felt that her mother gave much more 
to others than she did to her children. She 
suffered from grief reaction at the time of the 
child's birth. She was frightened and lonely 
when her husband went overseas . Mother now 
feels devaluated and burdened of her family . 
Case Number 9 -- Mother 's mother was always very critical of 
mother; her father was the affectionate one . 
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He bathed her until she was 13 and then would 
wonder if she were all right when she was bath-
ing alone . When mother was 17 1 her father died 
but she was angry at him at the time and did 
not see him. Mother is glad that she has a 
little girl; girls stay with mothers while 
boys leave. The child in treatment is a boy. 
case Number 10-- Mother expresses her feelings of inadequacy. 
Her mother had a stillborn child when mother 
was three and another sibling died when mother 
was six1 and mother had the feeling that she 
was responsible for these deaths . Her father 
was strict but the favored one . 
case Number 11-- Mother ' s mother was a hard taskmaster -- always 
pushed mother and her siblings away. Mother 's 
oldest sister was beautiful while mother was 
homely . She had to wear the hand- me- downs . 
Mother was the "dopey one" who got Cs in school . 
She hated school but didn't want her mother to 
know it . She is like her own mother and has a 
need to do everything perfectly but still 
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Case Number 11 
(continued) 
feels uncomfortable with herself . Her sister 
accuses mother of being immature and of not 
letting the child grow up . 
Table 12 indicates t he pattern of relationship between 
mother and her ovm parents . * The "no data" information refers 
to the two mothers who were reared by someone other than their 
own mothers . 
*BY affectionate is meant a normal feeling of love and respect ; 
ambi valent refers to mixed feelings of love and hate; dependent 
refers to an infantile clinging~ and hostile refers to resent-
ment and negative feelings . 
Tabl e 12. Relationship of 11 Mothers Toward 1~eir Parents 
Relationsh i E to Father 
No 
Relationship Real No 
to Mother Affect . Ambiv . De tend. Hostile . Relat . Data (I) ( 2) (3) ( ) ( 5) nn ('iJ 
Affectionate ••• 
Ambivalent ••••• 
Dependent ••••• • 1 1 
Hostile •••••••• 2 1 2 1 
No real rela-
tionshiP•• • •••• 1 
No data •••••••• 1 1 
-
Total 4 1 0 3 1 2 
The t hree aspects of the mother- child relat ionship taken 
into consideration were the fostering of dependency1 the focus 
of the problem1 and the mother's involvement in the treatment 
situation. This relationship can be summarized by description 
and tables as follows : 
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Case Number 1 -- Mother encourages dependency by helping him do 
the things he should do for hi~elf -- always 
helps him dress . The problem lies mostly 
between mother and child which probably indi-
cates diff1culty in resolving their oedipal 
attachment to each other. 
Case Number 2 -- Mother finds it hard for child to break away 
-- through slip of tongue mother said, "Didn ' t 
know if he would have luck to stay back" when 
she meant she wondered if there would be a 
likelihood that he would have to stay back. 
Mother has failed to provide emotional rela-
tionship she would like for him to have 
been a girl . 
case Number 3 -- Mother stated that perhaps she is trying to 
be too good to child -- she babies her but then 
she says that child acts like a six- year- old. 
Mother can ' t stand how child acts -- calls her 
na stupid fool and dumbbell . " Mother wanted 
child to be a boy. 
case Number 4 -- Mother was miserable during pregnancy with 
child. She has some concern about child ' s 
retardation being related to her girl cousin 
who was retarded. She is unable or unwilling 
to see real importance of her personality 
to child ' s difficulty. 
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Case Number 5 -- Mother would not let child leave her at all 
when the child was small -- she clung to him 
during his first year when her husband was 
overseas . Mother is closely identified with 
child and calls him a sissy for which she 
despises him. Worker felt that mother kept 
child out of school longer than necessary when 
child had chicken pox. It was suggested that 
mother not wait on him so much. 
case Number 6 -- Mother caters to child ' s every whim; she 
answers all questions for him as though he 
were a helpless infant . Child says that be 
does not want to grow up and die . 
Case Number 7 -- Mother seems to expect little of child while 
at the same time she wanted him to do much - -
she wanted to hear from him somethi~ of his 
college plans and then belittled him for them. 
She says that child makes her feel like that 
part of her own mother which she doesn't like 
and child accuses her of never doing anything 
for him as mother accused her mother . Mother 
states that only when the child is out of the 
house can she feel relieved - - she says , "He 
is a dull child. " 
Case Number 8 -- Child was born eleven months after sister . 
Mother said that child is somehow always the 
one left out . Mother had hoped that child 
would outgrow problem. Husband complains of 
mother coddling child. 
Case Number 9 - - It is hard for mother to give child responsibi-
lity -- she thinks he is too young to baby sit 
or go to the library alone . Child slept with 
mother while father was away when the child was 
two to four years old. Mother states that she 
handles child like her father handled her . She 
would like problem to be solved by the time the 
child enters the second grade . It was quite 
clear that mother enjoys and encourages child's 
behavior and she was able to see her own behav-
ior and feelings in child. 
Case Number 10 -- Mother k ept child in play pen until she was two 
years old . She states that child acts young 
for her age and then complains that she seems 
too grown- up . Mother laughed and said that 
she is bard to please . 
case Number 11 -- ~other accuses child of being immature and not 
wanting to grow up and yet she became upset 
when he joined Hecht House gym without getting 
permission. She knows that child is slower 
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Case Number 11 
(continued) than other children. She could hardly believe 
that he made the best map in school . He re-
ceived an A in English but she was sure that 
there was some mistake . She is determined that 
he will change -- she is going to push him. 
Table ]3 indicates the attitudes of these mothers toward 
the child's symptom, toward the clinic and toward the worker . 
It is interesting to note that the majority of these mothers 
had an accepting attitude toward the worker and felt positive 
toward the clinic; of these seven, three were concerned, three 
were irritated, and one was indifferent to the child ' s symptom. 
In the mother- worker relationship , the three categories 
used were accepting, understanding, and negative. Seven mothers 
were accepting, which meant that they could accept help with 
their own problems without feeling a loss of dignity. One 
mother could understand ~er own involvement and was able to lose 
her feeling of anxiety about herself and the child ' s problems . 
Three mothers could experience little if any relationship with 
the worker and were not able to work on their own problems 
in the mother- child difficulty. 
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Table 13. Attitude of 11 Mothers Toward the Child ' s Symptoms, 
the Clinic , and the Worker 
Attitude Toward Child ' s Symptom 
Concern. Indiff . Irrit . Total 




~ 8 Understanding 1 1 
() Positive~ ~ Accepting 3 1 3 7 
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Total 4 2 5 11 
4:1 
The health of these mothers was recorded as follows : two 
mothers seemed to be in good health, two were excessively over-
weight (one mother being 50 pounds overweight) , one mother had 
high blood pressure , one had migraine headaches , another had 
migraine headaches and was accident prone, another mother was 
accident prone , while another mother was suffering from headaches 
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and was depressed . No information was available on the health 
of two mothers . 
In considering the ages of the mothers in relation to the 
ages of the children it is noted that the spread for both mothers 
and children is wide . The majority of mothers are from 31 to 40 
years old and their children are in the 7 . 5 to the above 10- year-
old groups . See Table 14 for the detailed information. 
Table 14 . The Ages of 11 Mothers in Relation to the Ages of 
Their 11 Children with School Learning Problema . 
Ages of Mothers Ases of Children 
6 . 5 7 7 . 5 8 8 . 5 9 9. 5 10 above (1) ( 2 ) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) (8) ( 9) (10) 
25 - 30 2 
31 - 35 1 1 1 
36 - 40 1 1 1 1 
41 - 45 
46 
- 50 1 
No data 1 
--------
Total 3 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 
It will be observed that in the clinical picture of 10 
mothers , some major crisis occurred i n their lives at some time 
prior to or after the birth of the child under treatment . 
Miss Staver mentions Dr . Ribble's findings regarding this trau-
matic experience in her study of mothers of schizophrenic child-
ren.1/ To summarize the emotional crises in the life of these 
mothers in this study either through reality loss or threat of 
1/Nancy Staver, op. cit., p . 133 
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loss , death, separation or severe illness : 
Case Number 1 -- After the child's birth the mother couldn ' t 
understand her feelings about the baby who was 
suddenly a thing apart from herself -- this was 
such a shock to her that she did not speak for 
several hours . After she and the baby got home 
from the hospital there was a long period in 
which she couldn't answer the telephone . 
case Number 2 -- Mother suffered a depression after the birth of 
her first child who was stillborn. When the 
child under study was 1 . 5 her husband was sent 
overseas where he remained for two years . 
Mother had a series of five operations within 
three years . 
case Number 3 -- Mother's husband and mother died within a few 
months of each other when the child was around 
three . Mother had two children born out of wed-
lock afterwards who were placed for adoption. 
case Number 4 -- Mother's mother died when mother was 1 . 5 and 
her father remarried when she was 7 . Mother 
had marital difficulty (husband was going out 
with other women during mother ' s pregnancy with 
child) . 
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Case Number 5 -- Mother ' s parents separated when she was three 
years old. Mother had a serious eye accident 
when she was three. She is blind in this eye . 
Her husband was overseas during the first year 
of the child's life. 
Case Number 6 -- Mother's father died when mother was two . 
Mother suffered a slight stroke when child was 
around five . 
Case Number 7 -- Mother ' s mother died when mother was born and 
at five she was separated from her father and 
siblings and placed for adoption. She was given 
a new name at s i.x. 
case Number 8 -- Mother discovered an eye condition when she 
started to school and was fearful of g oing 
blind. Her eye was removed when she was 19 . 
Mother lost three members of her family with.in 
a ten- year period and her mother died when the 
child started to school . Her father died when 
she was in her teens . Her husband was overseas 
for eleven months; he left when the child was 
two months old. 
case Number 9 -- Mother's father died of cancer when she was 17. 
She was angry with him at the time of his death. 
Her husband was in service for two years; he 
left when the child was three . 
BOSTON UNJV!:PSITY 
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Case Number 10-- The death of the younger siblings when mother 
was three and of an older one when mother was 
six made her feel responsible for their deaths . 
Case Number 11-- The only indication of any crisis was when the 
child had severe nephritis and was ill for 
seven weeks when he was in the second grade . 
The mother and child in these 11 cases follow the same pat-
tern in the treatment situation. An examination of Table 15 
shows that the improvement or lack of improvement of mother and 
child was the same except in one case where the child made some 
improvement and the mother made none . * 
*BY improvement is meant fair progress, some improvement refers 
to slight progress and no improvement indicates little or no 
progress made in the correction of the problem. 
Table 15. Outcome of Treatment of 11 Mothers and Their Children 
with School Learning Problems 







OUtcome of Treatment 
Children 
Some 











Recognizing that such factors as clinic staff and availa-
bility of the family must be taken into consideration, neverthe-
less it does seem significant to examine the regularity and 
length of time the mother and child were in treatment . With one 
exception the mother and child were seen regularly on a weekly 
basis; there were some weeks when they were not seen because of 
unavoidable circumstances either on the part of the clinic or 
the family . Table 16 shows the length of treatment in relation 
to the outcome of treatment . The average length of treatment 
was 16.6 months . 
Psychological support was the method of casework treatment 
used with 10 mothers . Clarification combined with psychological 
support was used with the mother in the other case (Number 1) . 
Table 16. Length of casework Treatment by Cases of 11 Mothers 
of Children with School Learning Problems in Relation 
to OUtcome of Treatment 
Case Number Length of Treatment OUtcome of Treatment 
(1) r~.n (3) 
l 9 months No improvement 
2 43 months Improvement 
3 8 months No improvement 
4 19 months Improvement 
5 19 months No improvement 
6 14 months Some improvement 
7 19 months Dnprovement 
8 7 months Improvement 
9 7 months Improvement 
10 33 months Improvement 
11 5 months Some improvement 
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The manner in which eaCh case was terminated may bear 
significance in the outcome of treatment . A breakdown by cases 
is included in Appendix D. It will be noted that seven cases 
were closed upon the suggestion of the clinic and four by the 
family . 
Upon the basis of these findings the next chapter will be 
devoted to the questions asked of the data collected. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This is a study of 11 mothers whose children were treated 
in a child guidance clinic because of their learning problems . 
The material for the study was obt ained from recorded casework 
interviews with the mothers during the course of the children ' s 
psychiatric t reatment . The aim of the study has been to ascer-
tain whether these mothers 1 because of their own deprivations 
were unconsciously fostering the child ' s problem in an attempt 
to meet their own needs . If this is the case 1 can any general 
conclusions be drawn from this study regarding casework treat-
ment with these mothers? 
It will be recal led that the specific questions asked at 
the beginning of the study were : 
1 . Are there factors which indicate that the mother-
child relationship creates or contributes to the 
child ' s learning difficulty? 
2 . Is there a common core of problems which seem to be 
evident in these e l even mothers studied? 
3 . Are there common elements in the nature of the casework 
treatment with these mothers? 
4 . Can any conclusions be drawn from this information as 
to possible generalizations about casework treatment 
of mothers whose children have school learning problems? 
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As one reviews the data it does seem that there is a common 
theme running through the life of each of these eleven mothers . 
This theme is that of the dependent 1 infantile mother who has 
little or no feeling of self- worth . Tensions and unhappiness 
in their earlier lives have made them unsure of themselves as 
individuals and inadequate as mothers. Each of these mothers 
was found by the caseworker to feel inadequate as a person in 
her own right . 
In all of these mothers deprivation s tarted in their early 
relationship with their own parents or parent substitutes either 
because of death1 separation or unsatisfactory parental relation-
ship. Three of these mothers were deprived of their own mothers 
at a very early age -- two because of death and one because of 
the separation of the parents . These three mothers speak of 
either a disturbed1 unhappy or "feeling of not belonging" child-
hood. Seven mothers spell out the deprivation in their relation-
ship with their own mothers and another mother indicates her 
extreme dependency on her mother . The fathers of these eleven 
mothers did not appear to add much to the security of these 
mothers . Five mothers were deprived of their fathers at an 
important period in their development -- one died when the 
mother was two years old1 two fathers died when the mothers were 
in their teens and two fathers were separated from the mothers . 
There is evidence in three of the cases of an intense relation-
ship with the fathers in which the latter performed the 
responsibilities of the mothers beyond a reasonable age . 
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Five of these mothers expressed their negative feeling about 
their siblings -- one mother felt responsible for her sibling's 
death from the age of six, two felt devalued because of an older 
sister, and one mother had strong feelings for her family from 
whom she was separated, while another stated that her brothers 
were the favored ones . Bowlby has stated that children who 
suffer deprivations grow up to become parents deficient in the 
capacity to care for their children and that adults deficient 
in this capacijY are commonly those who suffered deprivations 
in childhood.-
Beginning with this lack of preparation for later develop-
ment , these mothers suffered more deprivations in the years 
ahead. TWo of them had severe eye conditions -- one when she 
was three and the other at nineteen. Then it seems that the 
marital relationship did not compensate for what had happened 
to these mothers in their earlier life . TWo mothers experienced 
marital difficulty, one ' s husband died when the child was around 
five , and four mothers were separated from their husbands while 
the husbands were in service . In only three cases did it appear 
that there existed a democratic relation between the mother and 
husband at the time of the treatment . It is interesting to note 
that there is only one broken home and this is by reason of the 
death of the husband. Two mothers suffered severe depressions 
after the birth of a child -- one mother after the birth of the 
1/Johri Bowl by, iaternal Care and Mental Health, World Health 
Organization Monograph Series , Geneva , 1952, p . 69 . 
child under treatment and the other after her first stillborn. 
This last mother also had five operations within a three- year 
period. 
As the data are reviewed it is evident that loss either 
through death~ divorce , separation or threat of loss through 
illness of some Lmportant member of the family placed a heavy 
burden on these mothers . Ten had rather traumatic experiences 
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at crucial times in their lives -- either during their own child-
hood or during the time when the child was small . The child of 
the eleventh mother was ill for a seven weeks' period when he 
was in the second grade. 
The mother- child relationship reveals that these mothers 
have not been able to experience the joy and pleasure in mother-
hood that should have rightfully been theirs . They seem to have 
been overwhelmed with the trials and tribulations of the child ' s 
care . One mother was miserable during pregnancy, two mothers 
were disappointed in the sex of the children~ and two mothers 
were able to verbalize that they handle their children in the 
same unsatisfactory way that their parents handled them. In all 
eleven cases the mothers have in same way fostered the dependency 
of their child, either in the manner of dressing, catering to 
every whim, coddl ing, or treating like a helpless infant . In no 
instance did the mother seem to feel a sense of pride in t he 
child's growth and achievement . Referring to a statement made 
earlier it does appear that these mothers were the deprived 
children of yesterday and because they have not had enough 
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gratification given to them, they are not able to give sufficient 
gratification to their children but are seeking their own grati-
fication through keeping the child dependent and helpless. It 
will be recalled that in each case the mother fostered dependency 
in her child. Emotionally they have been unable to free their 
children for the rich experience that lies ahead in the school-
room setting. One might assume that this impoverished mother-
child relationship is symptomatic of an unsolved emotional 
conflict and that the mother is using this relationship uncon-
sciously to solve her own unmet needs . 
The question might be raised -- but why this particular 
child? To answer this one would need additional data. It is 
worth noting that the largest group of children with school 
learning problems according to ordinal position are those in the 
middle group . Any understanding of this particular finding 
would require a much larger sample . While it cannot be said 
that the attitude of the mother toward the child is determined 
by the ordinal position of the child in the family1 it might be 
of interest to pursue the psychological meaning of the middle 
child to the mother . It is interesting to note the sex of the 
child in relation to the mother's parental problem. In the case 
of the mother whose own mother died when she was fifteen 1 the 
child in treatment is a girl . In the situations where the 
mothers were deprived of their parents because of separation or 
adoption (in this case the own mother died when the mother was 
born) , the children under treatment are boys . In each of the 
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three cases where the mother was deprived of her father because 
of death the child is a boy. In the problem of the unresolved 
oedipal ~ in these instances the children are boys and the other 
child is a girl. 
Rich resource material might be found in making a study of 
the learning progress of mothers whose children are having dif-
ficulty learning in school.* 
It seem2 evident that through the process of casework treat-
ment ten of these mothers were able to see their own involvement 
in the child ' s difficulty. One mother was so enmeshed in her own 
conflicts (having had two children out of wedlock) that she did 
not see how she was contributing to the difficulty even though 
she was able to say that she babied the child. In most of these 
cases the mothers' problems were not entirely cleared up but it 
was evident that they were relieved from some of their conflicts 
to the extent that they could loosen their dependent relation-
ship with the child. 
It will be recalled that casework treatment depends upon 
accurate and adequate diagnosis and the severity of the mother's 
own problem is of great importance in deter.mining the extent to 
which her feelings and attitudes might be expected to be modi-
fied by treatment . 
The two predominant methods of casework treatment used with 
these mothers were psychological support and clarification, and 
clarification was the predominant method in only one case . 
*Such information was not available for this study. 
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Quoting from Miss Hollis : 
"In general it may be said that psychological support 
is useful in carrying the basically well- adjusted client 
over a period of severe stress and strain caused by painful 
life experiences . It is also of value with infantile and 
immature individuals who are essentially in need of guidance . 
Many persons suffering from the more severe neuroses severe 
psychosomatic difficulties and mild psychoses - whos~ basic 
problem can be modified only by deep therapy~ if at all -
can be helped to fUncfton somewhat better when psychological 
support is provided. "- / 
These dependent ~ infantile mothers needed the understanding, 
acceptance , and interest in them as individuals that the case-
workers were able to give them through this method of treatment . 
Miss Clifton has succinctly described the tenor of casework 
treatment with these eleven mothers when she said : 
"We have ~ however ~ seen many an infantile~ inadequate 
mother~ depleted by her own unhappy~ deprived childhood 
gather new strength from the caseworker. As she discovers 
some one who accepts her~ likes her~ and meets some of her 
material and emotional needs ~ she builds up a store of 
satisfactions which she can gradually share with her child. 
She also accepts increasingly the patient guidance the case-
worker gives her and~ relieved of the fear of critici~~~ is 
better able to learn new ways of handling her child. "-' 
In the one case where clarification was combined with psycho-
logical support in treatment ~ the mother was able to get some 
understanding of herself and the reasons for some part of her 
own behavior. The areas in which this understanding was at-
tempted were in the mother ' s feelings toward her adoptive parents 
particularly as it related to her attitude toward the child~ and 
1}i'1orence Hollis ~ nThe Techniques of Casework 1 tt Journal of 
s ocial Casework1 (June 1 1949) ~ P• 239. 
2/Eleanor Clifton~ "Treatment in Support of Normal Growing 
'!Srocesses ~ " Child Therapy, p . 27 . 
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around the mother's ability to see the child's behavior as being 
similar to her own. 
While no attempt was made in this study to relate the 
school learning problems with the other problems which the child 
manifested, it does seem pertinent to consider all of the prob-
lems in relation to each other . It will be recalled that each 
child presented other problems than just his learning difficulty. 
It would be interesting to know which problem the child presented 
firs~ -- whether school learning problem or the other problems 
-- and to know the significance the mother placed on the other 
problems . 
In order to get a complete picture of the child and his 
problems it is important to understand the role the father plays 
in the family not only from the standpoint of what he means to 
the mother but in his relationship to the child. In two of the 
cases it was revealed that while the mother- child relationship 
bad improved, the difficulty in the father- child relationship 
was such that the child was still bound in his learning diffi-
culty. 
For the purpose of this study the mothers were the only 
members of the family under consideration. This does in no way 
minimize the importance of understanding the family of the child 
if one wishes to understand the child . However this small study 
in its crude way does seem to bear out the current feelings of 
authorities in the field who stress the necessity for the mother 
to get help with her own dependent needs as they affect her 
relationship with the child at the same time that the child is 
being treated. Shirley Law in her thesis 11 The Mother of the 
Happy Child" quoted Samuel Butler: 
11 I fancy that there is some truth in the view which 
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is being put forward nowdays 1 that it is less our conscious 
thought and our less conscious actions, which mainly fQld 
our lives and the lives of those who spring from us . n_/ 
!/Shirley I.e.w1 11The Mother of the Happy Child," Smith Colle~e 
Studies in Social Work, Smith College School for ~ocial Wor 1 
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Motivation for Treatment (Parents) as evidenced by: 
Source of referral 
Date of onset of symptoms 
Precipitating factor 
Parental involvement 
Regularity of treatment 





APPENDIX A (continued) 
Mother's Attitude Toward Symptom 
Indifferent -- can't change , will outgrow 
Concerned -- reasonable and sympathetic interest 
Unconcerned -- focused attention on child ' s other problems 
Irritated -- no patience with child, could do better if he wished 
Mother- Child Relationship 
Affectional -- mother shows warmth and concern for child 
Overprotective -- overly anxious ; tends to spoil child or indulge 
Amb ivalent -- inconsistent , vacillating between affection and 
hostility 
Indifferent -- little or no feeling for child 
Rejecting -- expressed dislike for child 
Mother- Father Relationship 
Father dominant- mother passive 
Father passive- mother dominant 
Democratic -- mutual sharing 




Emotional crisis in mother's life (reality loss or threat of 
loss -- death, separation 
or severe illness) 
APPENDIX A (continued) 







Mother- Worker Relationship (interaction of feelings and attitudes 
flowing f rom mother to worker and 
back to mother) 
Accepting -- mother accepts assistance without feeling loss of 
dignity 
Understanding -- mother loses anxiety about self and problem 
Negative -- little or no · relationship 
Attitude of Mother Toward Treatment 
Negative nothing will help 
Mixed -- no self- involvement 
Positive self- involvement, wants help with own problem 
Casework Treatment 
Nature -- supportive , clarification 
Outcome of Treatment 
Child's Problem Mother ' s Problem How Terminated 
APPENDIX B 
THE PROBLEMS OTHER THAN SCHOOL LEARNING M.b;NTION~D AT 
TliiS TIME OF THE APPLICATION OR S OMl!! TIME DURING 
TREAT~NT 
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Case Number 1 . (girl) resents authority, has trouble with peers , 
is shy, enuretic 
Case Number 2 . (boy) has poor emotional balance , is restless , 
mas turba tea 
Case Number 3 . (girl) is sensitive , shy, has nightmares, plays 
with younger children 
Case Number 4 . (girl) stutters , daydreams , has trouble with 
sibling rivalry 
Case Number 6. (boy) has fears, doesn't mind 
case Number 7 . (boy) enuretic, is shy, inattentive, has temper 
tanti'lllil;S 
case Number s . (boy) has temper tantrums , has "don't care" 
attitude, anuretic 
case Number 9 . (boy) disobedient , finger sucking 
Case Number lO . (girl) is a disciplinary problem at home and 
school , anuretic 
Case Number ll . (boy) tells lies 
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APPENDIX C 
A SUMMARY OF THE OUTCOl~ OF THE TREATMENT WI TH THE MO~i.'HERS 
Case Number 1 -- The worker felt that mother might have worked 
harder on problem. Mother is so immature that 
it is difficult to make progress . Intellec-
tually mother seems to gain insight but it did 
not seem to get integrated. 
Case Number 2 -- Mother was able to work through many of her 
problems around sexuality and a ggression. 
case Number 3 -- Mother discontinued treatment when her case-
worker left ; however mother could not see her 
involvement in the child's problems . 
case Number 4 -- Mother was seen by three different workers which 
made treatment hard for her but she was able to 
see the direct correlation between the child ' s 
progress in school and her state of mind. She 
worked out piecemeal some of her trouble with 
women which might have been superficial in 
nature but it did help to some extent . 
case Number 5 -- There was little progress with mother ' s prob-
lem -- the major benefit seems to be in terms 
of the possibility of establishing a dependent 
relationsh ip at t he clinic and on this basis 
she seems to have been able to let the child 
leave her to a limited degree and has become 
less threatening to the child. 
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Case Number 6 -- There has been some improvement but the home 
situation is intolerable . The mother says that 
the worker has been a crutch for her . 
Case Number 7 -- Mother was resistant to examining her own feel-
ings -- but she did come to see some part of 
her own behavior and the way she provoked rejec-
tion. She discussed the child ' s behavior as 
being the same as hers . She feels that she can 
handle her own feelings better and feels that 
she has gained some understanding of the child ' s 
needs . 
Case Number 8 -- Mother does not deny her part but says that she 
understands the child ' s reactions now and knows 
how to handle them. She feels that her slumps 
are less frequent and of much shorter duration 
now. 
Case Number 9 -- Mother sees how she fosters the child ' s behavior 
and why it is difficult for the child to sepa-
rate from the parents . 
case Number 10-- Mother was able to bring out her concerns about 
goodness and badness, her feelings of inadequacy 
and became more accepting of the child. 
case Number 11-- Mother has such a rigid obsessive- compulsive 
personality that little could be accomplished 
in such a short length of time . She sees her 
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APPENDIX C (continued) 
Case Number 11-- involvement but is unable to take the pressure (continued) 
off the child. She feels more comfortable her-
self so she can let up on the child t o a 
limited extent, is able to give the child more 
liberty, and has stopped nagging quite so much 
APPENDIX D 
THE MANNER IN WHICH EACH CA::,E WAS TERMINAT~1) 
Case Number 1 -- by the clinic when the child was sent to board-
ing school 
Case Number 2 -- by the clinic when the child showed improvement 
and was working with his class level 
Case Number 3 -- by the family when the mother and child stopped 
coming at change in mother ' s worker 
Case Number 4 -- by family because of mother ' s pregnancy 
Case Number 5 -- by clinic which doubted the treatability of 
family in a clinic situation 
case Number 6 -- by clinic which suggested f ogt er care for the 
child 
Case Number 7 -- by parents because they would like to try 
without help 
case Number 8 -- by family -- the problem s eems to lie in the 
father- child relationship now 
case Number 9 -- by clinic, both mother and child have shown 
improvement 
APPENDIX D (continued) 
Case Number 10-- by clinic with the understanding that mother 
and child may need to return during child's 
adolescence 
Case Number 11-- by clinic -- child unable to use relationship 
in a way that would help h~ because of his 
anxiety 
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